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A martingale, previously used to prove the classical almost sure convergence of the normed 
supercritical Galton-Watson branching process with finite mean without usiing probability 
generating functions, is here used to study similar behaviour for certain processes with infinite 
mean. 
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1. Introduction 
In an earlier paper by Grey [S], the following result was proved. 
Theorem 1. Let (Z,,}, (2: } be independent Galton- Watson branching plrocesses with 
the same offspring distribution and arbitrary, possibly distinct, initial ,distributions. 
Then, adopting a suitable convention if Z,, = Zz = 0, ZX/Zn converges almost surely 
to a limit in [0, clo]. 
In the case where the mean m of the offspring distribution is finite, it then went on 
to show that if neither of the two processes becomes extinct, then the li,mit is almost 
surely positive and finite, and this result was used to prove the classical supercritical 
normed convergence theorem of Sene’ta nd Heyde. It was argued that this approach 
yielded greater insight into the behaviour of the process, and the pulrpose of the 
present paper is to use Theorem 1 in the case m = cc to yield similar insight into the 
almost sure convergence results obtained via a more conventional approach by Grey 
[,4], Schuh and Barbour [6]. 
The fact that we must always condition on non-extinction in ordler to obtain 
sensi.ble asymptotic behaviour makes it convenient at this stage to restrict attention 
to offspring distributions with no probability of extinction, i.e. p. = P[X = 0] = 0 
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where X is a typical family size. The extension of our results to the more general case 
then forlows using the device expounded in [l, Sect.. I.121 of comparison with the 
process of individuals with infinite lines of descent. 
2. Regnlllrity 
Wher’aas in the case m < 00 we found in [SJ using a simple argument based on the 
w =ak law of large numbers that the limit in Theorem 1 is almost surely positive and 
finite, we might be led to believe that in the case m = CN the exact opposite holds. This 
is not always true [6], but we restrict attention to cases where it is true by adopting the 
follcswing definition of regularity, which is in fact equivalent to that given by Schuh 
and Barbour, 
Definition. An offspring distribution with m = oo and pO = 0 is said to be regular if, 
for any two independent Galton-Watson processes (Z,J, (2:) with the given 
offspring distribution and arbitrary, possibly distinct but having no mass at zero, 
initial distributions, 
It is evident that any offspring distribution with PO > 0 cannot satisfy the above 
criterion, as it stands, since for the limit to be positive and finite it would only be 
necessary for the two processes {Zn} and (Zz} to become extinct simultaneously. 
The following lemma makes the definition rather more useful. 
Lemma. An offspring distribution is regular if and only if (1) holds with the initial 
distribution P[Z,, =I l] = P[Zg = l] = 1. 
soof. The “only if” part is trivial; to prove the “if” part, suppose that tlhe condition 
of the lemma holds, and let {Z”}, {Zz} have arbitrary initial distributions. Then we 
may write 
where the processes {ZF” } are independent with the given offspring distribution and 
S[ZF”’ = l] = 1. Hence, by hypothesis, almost surely 
Zf?.i’) 
-3 0 or CO Z;“ij whenever (j’, i’) Z (j, i) 
n 
anal so there existri a uniquely defined (random) (jO, io) such that 
ZCi*.i,i 
ZYi.i) + O” whenever (j, i) # (jO, to). 
n 
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But then 2:/Z, + 0 if j0 = 1 and Zz/Z, + 00 if j0 = 2, and this completes the proof of 
the lemma. 
So far we have no guarantee that regular processes exist, and so we provide 
examples of such processes using the following theorem (cf. Schuh and Barbour 66, 
Theorem 1.2.3-J). 
Theorem 2. If an offspring distribution with po = 0 is in the domain of attraction of a 
stable law of order ar for 0 c cy c 1, ithen it is regular. 
Proof. The given property tells us that if X1, X2, . . . a,re Lid. random variables with 
the given distribution, then [3, Section XIII.61 there exist constants {a,,} and a 
function L, slowly varying at infinity, such that 
and a,’ Cy=‘=, X1-,2& in distribution, where 9= is the appropriate stable law. 
Now using the decomposition 
(2) 
z n+1= l2l Xl”’ 
where the Xi”’ are i.i.d. with the given offspring distribution and independent of Z,, 
and the fact that 2, + 00 almost surely (and similarly for (2; }) we see that for x 2 0, 
P[agi&+l Gx I&] z G,(x) 
where G, is the (continuous) dist:ribution function of the appropriate stable law. 
Similarly 
P -; 
[ 
aj$ZE+l 
az,Z”+l 
Sx [Z”, z: a.s.F&) 
I 
where F, is the distribution functis,n of the ratio of two independent random 
variables with the given stable law. Mence 
in distribution as n + 00, where V and W are independent, V = liim,,, Zz/Z,, and 
W has distribution function F,. 
Now suppose P[O< V<co]>O. Then on the event E = [O< VCOO], by (2) we 
have that 
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and so almost surely on E, 
a&C+1 
aii~Z,+1 
+ V1-lla, i.e. ( 
;! 2, t_;s’+‘> + (V, V1-1’a) 
n Z” -rn+l 
and this contradicts the independence of V and IV. Hence the offspring distribution 
is regular. 
3. A limit random variable 
For regular processes, the limit of Zz/Z,, does not have a sufficiently non-trivial 
distribution to directly suggest a limit r,andom variable which may be of interest, but 
the foregoing results indicate that in some sense the sample paths totally order 
themselves (according to their asymptotic rates of growth. Can we somehow index 
these rates of growth on a numerical scale? 
Let us say that a sequence of positive constants c = (c,} is compatible with a 
branching process {Zz } if the limit W(c) = lim nWoo Zz:‘c, exists almost surely in 
[0, a]. Not all sequences will bc compatible, e.g. r&e cn = upper quartile ol 
distribution of Zz if II is even, c ,, = lower quartile of dis lribution of Zz if n is odd 
However, we know by Theorem 1 and Fubini’s theorem that the sequence 2 = {Zn7 
will be almost surely compatible. Also, if the process {ZE } is regular then it is easy tc, 
see that the limit W(c) will always be almost surely 0 or co, and so for any clompatible 
c we define 
U(c) =a[W(c!)=OIZ; = 11. 
The random variable U(Z) then exists almost surely and will be used to measure 
the rate of growth of the process {Zn}. 
Theorem 3. Ij”P[Zo = l] = 1, then U(Z) has uniform distribution on (0, :I.). 
Proof. Let H be the distribution function 
function of Zk for k ~0, given 2, = 1. Now 
of U(Z) and F’ be the d:istribution 
and 
z: 
[ 1 -+oo E/imminf [Zt >Zk]. Ztl -, 
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Hence almost surely 
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= jim, inf Fk (& - 1) EZ jim, inf Fk (Zk ). 
-B -D 
Similarly, 1 - U(Z) Q 1 -1im k-,a, sup fi<(z,). so almost surely 
v(z)=~i~Fk(zk)=!i~Fk(zk--). _, -b (3) 
Thus for O<y<l, 
and 
Hence H(y) = y at all continuity points and therefore for all y E (0, 1). This 
concludes the proof. 
In (3? we already have an expression for U(Z), a continuously distributed random 
variable, as an almost sure limit of a sequence of functions of & but we would like to 
find a sequence of such functions which “factorize” into a function of k only and a 
constant function of &. The key to this search is Theorem 5.2 1 of Breiman [2], which 
yields that for any function CIP satisfying El@( U(Z))] < CO, 
But as U(Z) is measurable with respect o (zk, zk+l, . . .) for any k, we have by the 
Markov property that 
as. 
‘%@(U(Z)) (zk) -- @(u(z)). 
In the next sect.ion we address ourselves to the problem of finding such a @ for 
which the Ileft-hand side factorizes in the desired way. 
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4. The ~~nsform~tion 
Let T denote the shift operator on sequences; that is, for any sequence c and any 
integer k define the sequence T&C by ( Tkc), = cn+k. l,As we are only interested in the 
asymptotic growth of sequences, it does not really matter where we “start” them.) 
Now by defmition of a regular process,sfor any k, Zz+k/% converges almost surely 
to 0 or cm as n +-coo, and so we conclude by conditioning on (2,) that TkZ is almost 
surely compatible. 
Theorem 4. (i) For any compatible sequence i, the sequence T-lc is also compatible 
and 
U( T-lc) =f( U(c)) 
where f is the probability generating function of the ofiqpring distribution ; 
(ii) for any a > 1 there exists a strictly increasing continuous function @ : (0, 1) + 
(0, JO) suctz that almost surely 
@(U(TkZ)=ak@(U(Z)) foraflk; 
(iii) for any 4p satisfying the above conditions, E@(U(Z)) cm, assuming 
starting condition P[ZO = I] = 1. 
Remark. The spirit of the treatment of the finite mean case [S] was to avoid the 
of probability generating functions, but here we find one arising naturally in 
probabilistic approach. 
Proof. Assuming P[Z$ = l] = 1, we make the usual decomposition 
where the processes (Xc’}, . . . , {X4;‘} are independent of each other and of 
and have the starting condition P[X!$ = 13 = 1. 
Now by hypothesis on c, 
the 
use 
the 
=P 
[ 
Xf’ 
-+Oforalli +P 
3 L 
X;’ 
-+oofor some i 
Gl G I 
= 1. 
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Hence T-‘c is compatible. Moreover 
U( PC) = 
XZ’ 
--,OforaIIi 
G 1 
= g _p[ZT =j] fi p[$Lo] 
j=l i=l n 
= : P[%T = j]EU(c)]’ =ffU(c)). 
j-1 
This gives part (i). To prove part (ii), we need only find @ such that 
@z(ii&! =a-l@p(s) (4) 
for all s E (0,l). To do this, fix so in this interval and define Q, on the interval [f(so), so] 
as an arbitrary strictly mcreasing continuous function onto Icy-‘, 11; then @ can be 
extended uniquely onto the whole of (0, 1) using (4), and obviously has the required 
properties. 
To prove part (iii), note that 
But by construction, @-‘(cuk) =f’-k’(so) where f-“’ is the kth iterate of the inverse 
function of f, and since f’(1) = or), it is sasy to see that 
1-f -k-*‘(so) 
1 -f-k’(so> 
+O ask+oo. 
So the sequence {k - @-‘(rr “)) decreases to zero at a rate faster than geometric, and 
this is all we require to complete the proof. 
We now know that 
i.e. 
But E[@(U(7’kZ)) (Zk] is a function of zk alone and not of k, because 
E[@(u(rkZ))jZ/c=j]=E[@(U(Z))JZo=j]= ‘ai%-) 
say, where P(j) is obviously non-decreasing. This result gives the first part of 
Theorem 5, which follows later. 
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NR!y s&e I- Y?‘j - (--1Rg u)j-l 9s j+ 00, and since, by construction of c#+ the 
fpnctign L(x) = @( I- x) is slowly varying at 0 (cf. [4]), we see that the integrand 
above converges pointwisc to 1 for u E (0, l), and so all we require is dominated 
convergence (fsr j > J say). 
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Since (1 -i-‘)’ + e-l as j + co, we halve that e-’ 3 E = infjsz (1 -j-l)’ > 0. Hence 
for OSSfPSc, &P&l-j-l and since @ is increasing, @(u”‘) s @(l -j-l). So 
dominated convergence is easy on this range, and we may restrict attention to the 
Tar.19 E%vgl, 
There exists a constant K > 0 such that for all j and all v E (8, l), 1 - VI’/ % 
K(-log z~)j-‘. Hence 
provided J is chosen so that 5 = (-log s )J-’ < 1; this is again because L is slowly 
varying and continuous. Hence it sufflees to show that the function 
ds(l -c-log v)f-‘1 
cfs{l -p,= 
L((-log v)j-“) 
UP) 
is cionninated for j &J on the range c: c tt F 1. Now if we write 
it is easy to see that log m(K) is a subadditive function of (-log K), and hence that 
there Iexists aconstant j3 Z= 0such that m(K) K”@ for $11 K in this range; moreover, 
if 5 is sm,all enough, p < 1. Thus for 1 ,B J 
I I I,#-log tdi-3 dv ~ i uj-‘) I (-log v)“” dv ex, c % 
and the l’atter integral is independent of j. This completes the proof of Theorum 6. 
6. A note on continuous time 
Perhaps the most unsatisfactory feature 6f the faregoing analysis is the arbitrari- 
ness in the definition of @ in Theorem 4, Far the continuous time process @‘,“I) (cf. 
Grey [4]) this disappears, since there is a complete family {fi) of probability 
generating functians, and @ is essentially determined by 
cP(,T,(s)) = ar-‘G(s) for all s iz (9, 11, t&O. 
It is not hal,d to see that all continuous time processes are regular (cf, f6, Theorem 
1.2.4]:1, in the obvious ense, as fallows. Using techniques similar to those ahead) 
given, we can find a function (c,) such that almost surely .Zt+u/~, canverges far all 
ratisn:ai u, and so, Gnce Zt+,/Z, + 00 in probability whenever u > 0, the (possibly 
infinita) random variable 
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1 exists. The familiar decomposition tells us that the distribution function F of T 
satisfies the functional equation 
I-F(x)=fi(l--F(x-t)) foraflf,x 
and so T is almost surely finite and continuously distributed, Hence 
=P[r”z+i-a[r*<+= 1 
in obvious notation, and the process is regular, The treatment can now proceed as in 
the case of discrete time. 
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